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CIMES-FISHEYE is: 

(i) A package of self-contained programs 
(ii) Command-line software, allowing for total flexibility of programs and efficient 

automated processing workflow. 
 
FEATURES 
A unique set of features offered by the programs for film and digital hemispherical 
photographs: 

(i) Ability to process both grey-toned and classified images 
(ii) A variety of approaches to invert gap fraction data 
(iii) Local values for sky sectors and global values 
(iv) Works on any range of zenith and azimuth view angles 
(v) Single photo-site or plot level (transect, grid)  
(vi) Correction for slope effects  
(vii) Tools to account for foliage clumping 
(viii) Spherical statistics for gap fraction distribution 
(ix) Interception of PAR, sun-fleck dynamics 
(x) Batch mode 
(xi) Easily adapted to any platform: Windows®, Mac OS X®, UNIX®, LINUX®. 

 
CIMES-FISHEYE binary files and a complete manual are available for PC Windows®, Mac 
OS X®, UNIX®, LINUX®.  
 
CIMES-FISHEYE does not provide a graphical user interface (GUI). Therefore, before using 
the programs, digital (or digitized) images need to be pre-processed by means of graphical 
software, like Photoshop®, Paint Shop Pro®, The Gimp©, ImageJ©, etc. 
 
 

I. CONTENTS 
 

A. Folders and files 
  The package contains the following folders and files: 
 

01) CIMESOSX.zip: Archive of binaries for Mac OS X® (32-bit ‘Universal 
Binaries’ and 64-bit binaries) 

02) CIMESWIN.zip: Archive of binaries for PC (Windows®) 
03) CIMESLNX.zip: Archive of binaries for PC (LINUX®) 
04) MANUALGENRL.zip: Archive for manual files, General, Theory 
05) MANUALSOLAR.zip: Archive for manual files, Solar radiation 
06) MANUALSTRUC.zip: Archive for manual files, Canopy structure 
07) BatchMode: useful scripts in MANUALGENRL.zip 
08) <updates.pdf> 
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09) The present <readme-HP.pdf>. 
 

B. Binary files 
Archives 01), 02) and 03) contain the following binary files, executable on Mac OS 
X®, Windows® and LINUX® respectively: 

 
MAIN 

• GFA, the core program for extracting gap fraction and size 
(GFA-WIN.exe, GFA-OSX, GFA-LIN) 

SOLAR RADIATION 
• SUNEPHEMERIS, PARCLR, PARHOR, PARSOC, SUNFLK, 

for estimating PAR (Photosynthetically Active Radiation) 
regimes, under clear and overcast skies 

CANOPY STRUCTURE 
• READPHOT, utility for displaying oriented gap fraction data 
• OPENNESS, gap fractions, canopy openness and closure, 

indirect site factors, spectral ratio  
• STATSPH, orientation statistics of gap fraction distribution 
• LAISTS ¾ LAI after Suits 
• LAINRC ¾ LAI after Norman and Campbell 
• LAILANG, LANG (LANG01, LANG02), LAIMLR, 

TRANSLAI ¾ LAI after Lang 
• LAICMP, LAICAM, LOGCAM ¾ LAI after Campbell 
• LAIMIL, PCS ¾ LAI after Miller, clumping indices. 

 
Note that GFA appears under different suffixes, in order to fit different platform 
environments: GFA-WIN.exe, GFA-LIN, GFA-OSX are implemented to 
Windows®, LINUX® (Ubuntu), and Mac OS X® environments, respectively.  
 
These command-line programs are stand-alone. They can be extracted from the 
corresponding archives. Programs are written in C and C++ languages, ensuring 
portability over any computing system. Source code is available on request to the 
author. All programs are candidates for batch processing. 

 
C. Manual 

The manual is composed of three parts available in manual archives (see above): 
 
GENERAL  

• <cimes.pdf>, theoretical introduction about canopy structure 
• <GettingStarted.pdf>, a short text introducing to CIMES practice 

(Windows® users; also useful for UNIX®, LINUX® users) 
• <practiceHP.pdf>, how to acquire and analyze hemispherical 

photographs of plant canopies 
• <gfa.pdf>, user’s manual to run GFA, CIMES core program 
• <ref.pdf>, cited literature reference list 
• BatchCimes, a folder including script files for batch processing. 

 
SUNFILES 

• <sunephemeris.pdf>, <parclr.pdf>, <parhor.pdf>, <parsoc.pdf>, 
<sunflk.pdf> for solar (PAR) radiation regimes. 
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STRUCTFILES 

• <laists.pdf>, <lainrc.pdf>, <laicam.pdf>, <laicmp.pdf>, <lang.pdf>, 
<lailang.pdf>, <laimlr.pdf>, <laimil.pdf> <translai.pdf>, <logcam.pdf>, 
<openness.pdf>, <PCS.pdf>, <readphot.pdf> <spher.pdf>, for canopy 
structure. 

 
D. Notes 

• Spatial sampling of gap fraction data file is limited to 40 zenith annuli 
times 150 azimuth sectors, determining a maximum 40 ´ 150 = 6000 
lines. For example, a sky map (sampling grid) 36 zenith annuli (2°5 in 
width) ´ 144 azimuth sectors (2°5 in width) = 5184 lines. Any 
combination of zenith annuli and azimuth sectors is allowed respecting 
that restriction. However, the program LAICMP accepts at most 36 
azimuth sectors, and the program READPHOT at most 24 azimuth 
sectors. ProgramsLAIMIL and PCS, using circular transects, are not 
concerned by this limit. 

• For Mac users: the name of 64-bit programs is written with suffix 64; 
‘Universal Binaries’ programs with suffix 32. 

• Thanks to Alemu Gonsamo (gonsamoa@geog.utoronto.ca) and François 
Walter for providing scripts allowing automatic use all CIMES 
programs, under Windows®, Mac OS X® and UNIX® environments. 
For details, open the folder: <BatchMode>. The folder is included in 
MANUALGENRL.zip.  

• Program’s output may differ slightly from examples found in the 
manual. 

• CIMES-FISHEYE can be found at the following web site: 
http://jmnw.free.fr and https://remotesensing-mcmaster.org/ 
 

 
 
II. HOW TO INSTALL AND USE THE PROGRAMS 

 
As CIMES-FISHEYE is not self-contained software, pre-processing of digital, or digitized, 
hemispherical photographs (selection, edition, enhancement, registration, classification) 
should be carried out using graphical software like Photoshop (Elements), The Gimp, Paint 
Shop Pro, ImageJ, etc. For a general view of image processing, see Manual, 
<practiceHP.pdf>, for understanding the whole digital workflow.  
 
There is no <install> program that automatically installs the package. Each program should 
be installed individually in any convenient folder, i.e. the same folder as the images files to 
be processed. For example, pre-processed images in format BMP should be in the same 
folder as the program GFA. To run any program, see <GettingStrarted.pdf> and the 
instruction manual of each particular program. 
 

• For PC Windows®: The program command-line should be written, either in a 
DOS-like window (<cmd>, <commands-prompt>, <“invite de commande”>), or in 
a <*.bat> file, then executed. See MANUAL GENERAL, <GettingStarted.pdf> file 
and <BatchMode> folder for details. 
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• For Mac OS X® (‘Universal Binaries’ and 64-bit Mac): open X11, Terminal X, or 
X Window. Move the program to the appropriate directory. To run the program, the 
program name must be preceded by “./” (point slash), for example: <./GFA-
OSX¿>. On Mac OS X®, programs are driven like in any UNIX environment. 

• For any other UNIX® and LINUX® platform, follow the usual procedure in a 
Terminal X window. Source code is available on request to the author (UNIX®). 

Keywords 
Canopy Openness, Canopy Closure, Clumping Factors, Extinction Coefficients, Gap 
Fraction, Gap Size, Hemispherical Photography, Leaf Area Index, Photosynthetically 
Active Radiation, Site Factors, Site Openness, Spectral ratio, Slope Effects, Spherical 
Statistics, Sunfleck dynamics 
 
Citation 
Gonsamo A, Walter J-M and Pellikka P  (2011) CIMES: A package of programs for 

determining canopy geometry and solar radiation regimes through hemispherical 
photographs. Computers and Electronics in Agriculture 79, 207–215. 

 
Disclaimer 
CIMES-FISHEYE © is a free package of programs distributed without any warranty. If 
used for publication, please refer to Citation, as indicated above. 
 
Contact 
Jean-Michel Walter – Université de Strasbourg, Faculté des Sciences de la Vie, Institut de 
Botanique – 28, Rue Goethe 67083 Strasbourg Cedex, France 
jmnw@free.fr, gonsamoa@mcmaster.ca and https://remotesensing-mcmaster.org/ 
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